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4 Easy Stretches to Improve Flexibility  
How to Tell When You Need to Stretch 

You’ve been working hard all day at your desk and you notice your neck is aching when you look around. You’ve been busy on the 
production line and notice your back is sore when you stand up. You’ve been up and down ladders all day and notice some knee pain 
when you finally take a break. General aches and soreness are common in in above examples. While you might think it’s that old 
injury flaring up again, it could very well be something much more simple…your body telling you it’s getting tight. Aches and pains can 
often be diminished or eliminated with proper stretching. Here are a few common site of tightness and how to stretch them.  
The Best Stretch to Help A… 

 Neck  
For that persistent pain in the back of the neck, the stretch you want to focus on is the trapezius 
stretch. Simply move one of your hands around to the opposite butt cheek and slowly side bend your 
neck to the same side as the glute by bringing your ear to your shoulder. Hold this stretch for 20 
seconds and repeat on the opposite side. Completion of 3 sets should adequately stretch the upper 
portion of your traps and should help alleviate that neck pain. 

 

 Low Back 

The best stretch for your low back is the alternating forward toe touch. This stretch, like all the others should be 
slowly eased into in order to prevent spasms. Simple place one foot in front of you with the toe up in the air. Keeping 
the forward knee straight, reach for your toe with the opposite side hand, making sure to hinge at the waist. This 
should produce a stretch from your shoulder all the way down to your calf if you are tight. Hold for 20 seconds, 
repeat on the opposite side and complete 3 sets for maximum stretch.  
 

 

 

 Knee 

When you have that ache in the front of your leg right above your knee the best stretch is called the 
kneeling quad stretch. Simply kneel on the affected knee with the unaffected knee up and your foot 
flat on the floor. Then slowly push your hips forward and you should feel the stretch from the knee up 
to your hip. Hold for 20 seconds, repeat 3 times and then switch sides.  

 

 Mid-Back 

For anyone who feels that soreness in their mid-back right between the shoulder blades, the best stretch is called 
the scapular squeeze. Simply sit or stand as tall as you can and slowly pull your shoulder blades together and 
down toward your feet. Hold the stretch for 20 seconds and repeat 3 times to get rid of that mid-back ache.  
 

 

Stretching Tips 

1. All stretches should be done slowly until a comfortable stretch is felt. 
2. You can stretch before, during and after activity.  
3. A good stretch before you start your shift will undoubtedly help reduce aches and pains. 
4. If any of these stretches make it worse, stop immediately and seek out your local Therapist.  
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